
COVID-19 STAYING SAFE
TOGETHER PLAN

Parents MUST REMAIN in their vehicles UNLESS their child is age 8 or under

and escorted to the door. This reduces crowding around the front door.

Dancers may choose to remain in their vehicle till the door opens OR line up by

the cones provided in front of the building.

DROPPED OFF- if you/your dancer is being dropped off please remain in the

parking lot until you have seen them fully enter the building. 

Doors will be open by STAFF ONLY to reduce contact of the door handle. 

If classes have begun and you need to enter the building text us (804-366-3955)

and a Customer Care Team Member will meet you at the door. 

DROP OFF/ARRIVAL

WEARING MASKS

Update 09/07/21

Anyone who is fully vaccinated is not required to wear a mask inside the building,

however, we do encourage mask-wearing when not being fully active in class to

protect against variants.

Anyone age 2 and older who IS NOT fully vaccinated will need to wear a mask inside

the building except when being physically active in class. However, we encourage

mask-wearing even during class to help protect everyone.

As Directed By The CDC: If you are fully vaccinated, to maximize protection from the

Delta variant and prevent possibly spreading it to others, wear a mask indoors in

public if you are in an area of substantial or high transmission.

At Crossroads Irish Dance, the safety of our students, dance families, and staff is our top
priority. We also recognize how important dance is for our student's physical and emotional
well-being - especially at this time. With that in mind, our doors are open and we offer both in-
person with specific procedures in place. We ask that you and your family follow the
procedures listed below in an effort to maintain the health and safety of those working and
attending class at Crossroaads.

https://covid.cdc.gov/covid-data-tracker/#county-view


Anyone entering the building who is not feeling well or exhibiting any symptoms

MUST stay home.  

We will be continuing to do both temperature and health assessment checked for

anyone entering the building.

 Temps reading 100.4 or higher will not be allowed inside the building.

Health Assessment is available on the website OR uses the QR code on the door of

the building. Do not complete more than 1 hour before class. 

If a dancer is not able to enter the building due to temperature or assessment we will

contact parents directly for pick up. To assist us, please do not leave the parking lot

until you see your dancer enter the building. 

COVID-19 STAYING SAFE
TOGETHER PLAN

TEMPERATURE/HEALTH ASSESSMENT CHECK

LOBBY- LIMITED OPENING
Our front lobby will be partially open for up to 2 patrons to sit at a time. (Mask,

Temperature, and Health Assessment Guidance Enforced)

This will be first come first serve only based on arrival. 

Parents of dancers age 5 and under ARE welcome into the lobby to get dancers

ready with shoes, bathroom, etc. (Mask, Temperature, and Health Assessment

Guidance Enforced)

Doors will be open by STAFF ONLY to reduce contact of the door handle. 

If you need to enter the building for any reason YOU MUST text us (804-366-

3955) and a Customer Care Member will meet you at the door. 

For the continued health and safety of our faculty and students, any conversations/questions needed with our team members
should be set up through email (to our main studio inbox) or by phone with our Customer Care Team.  We appreciate your
help in us making the transition from class to car a success and look forward to days ahead when there is more time for
socializing in the waiting area. 

Until then, know that we welcome your email, call, or scheduled conference to address any questions or concerns. Our team
is staying strongly committed during this pandemic to social distancing and avoid crowding inside and outside the studio. 

We're grateful for the teamwork by our parents and staff to make dance possible.

Update 09/07/21



COVID-19 STAYING SAFE
TOGETHER PLAN

CLASS CAPACITY

Update 08/30/21

All classes will continue to have limited capacities

We will continue to have spaces marked off for dancers during classes. 

 We ask that all parents/dancers support us in these efforts as it will allow us

to remain safe and continue to keep our doors open. 

HAND SANITATION

Hand sanitation stations will continue to be provided as well as asking

dancers to wash hands. 

Anyone entering and leaving the building will be asked to sanitize their hands

upon entering and exiting.

SOCIAL DISTANCING
Social distancing is still expected while in the studio. 

We have ensured markings on our dance floor for distancing.

Dancers are asked to let teachers guide their movement throughout class. 

WHAT TO PACK/BRING

Hair must be tied back or pinned tightly away from the face to prevent dancers

from touching their face.

Prefer street shoes to be either flip flops or slip on's that fit easily in a bag and

are easy to remove and put back on when leaving.

Dancers will remove street shoes upon entering and placed them in the bag.

Only Bring What You Need in a small dance bag that fits in a cubby.

No outside food or drink is allowed inside the building except for personal

waterbottle/bottled water.



COVID-19 STAYING SAFE
TOGETHER PLAN

LEARVING CLASS/PICK UP
No dancer will be allowed to stand outside to be picked up. 

Dancers will be dismissed individually by our Customer Care Team to limit

crowding by the door.

If your dancer is age 9 or older PLEASE remain in your vehicle upon pick up. 

Our Customer Care Team will ensure that the transition from the studio to the vehicle is safe

for your dancer. 

If your dancer is 8 or younger you are welcome to stand at our lineup cones and wait for your

child to be dismissed at the door by our Customer Care Team member.

Upon Exiting Dancers Will:
Remove their dance shoes on their dance spot

Pick up their bag from cubby area

Put on their street shoes at the door

Staff will open the door for them to exit 

**IMPORTANT: If You Are Picking Up A Dancer:
Plan to arrive 5 minutes before the end of class. 

Arriving late could affect the next class from starting on time.

Parents of dancers ages 9 and up MUST plan to stay in the vehicle.

Staff will escort dancers safely to their parents/vehicle.

Parents of dancers ages  8 and under may stand on line up cones outside the building wait for

their dancer if they prefer.

PARENTS

For the safety of our dance families, dancers, and staff as well as, patrons visiting businesses in the suite, the parking

lot area must stay clear for vehicles entering/exiting the property. 

Per Property Owner: Business entrancesmust stay clear  for patrons entering the place of business to help maintain

social distancing and as to not discourage a customer/staff/owner from entering the place of business. 

Safety is a priority in the parking and entrance areas at all times as we have both vehicles and patrons exiting and

entering the property throughout the day/evening.  In addition, our studio wants to stay compliant with the following

requirements by our property owner and being a good neighbor to shared businesses in the suite.

PARKING LOT AREA
Please Avoid Congretgating in the parking lot area or around the building.  

Update 09/07/21
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CLEANING MEASURES

We continue to have comprehensive sanitation protocols for our studio that

must be followed by our staff. 

Our studio is an Enviro Shield member to enhance our protection of

disinfection.  Click Here To Learn More

On top of sanitation by our staff and Enviro Shield, our studio is

professionally cleaned with Jan Pro. 

Products used on surfaces and our floors for disinfection are through Pro

Solutions Direct which has EPA approved products for this virus strand.

The community drinking fountain will be closed and not accessible to

students.

NO ONE should enter the building if they are sick, and ANY COVID-19 cases

that arise should be brought to our attention immediately.

CLICK HERE TO REVIEW OUR COVID PROTOCOL TREE

We will take EVERY precaution to help keep your children safe, but please

understand that this does not mean we can guarantee their safety when it

comes to COVID-19.

We also understand that everyone is not comfortable with coming

back to dance, and if that is the case, we simply ask that you notify us

so that we can plan accordingly to keep the rest of our dancers safe.

KEEP OUR STUDIO SAFE

Update 09/07/21

https://www.jan-proatlanta.com/enviroshield/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1MJju9kcwPQ5cM1FqNGc7BrnNTgMmtUWo/view


COVID-19 STAYING SAFE
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If the dancer experiences a fever, cough, shortness of breath or difficulty breathing, chills, sore

throat, abdominal pain, diarrhea, loss of taste or smell they cannot return to class until they test

negative for COVID 19 or are 10 days from the onset of symptoms and fever free for 72 hours without

the use of fever-reducing medications.

Update 09/07/21

If a staff/guest/dacner tests positive for COVID 19 they will not return to the studio until they are 10

days from the onset of symptoms, fever-free without the use of fever-reducing medication for 72

hours, and other symptoms of Covid-19 are improving. 

If you tested positive for Covid-19 but did not have any symptoms the dancer can return to the studio

after 10 days have passed since you had a positive viral test for Covid-19.

TEST POSTIVE FOR COVID

EXPOSURE TO SOMEONE WITH COVID

 If the dancer has been exposed to anyone with Covid-19 they must wait 14 days to return to the studio

for in-person class unless fully vaccinated. 

Based on guidance from CDC and VDH this time can be shortened if:

After day 10, symptom-free,  without testing

After day 7 after receiving a negative test result (test must occur on day 5 or later)

People who are fully vaccinated do NOT need to quarantine after contact with someone who had

Covid-19 unless they have symptoms. However, fully vaccinated people should get tested 3-5 days

after their exposure, even if they do not have symptoms and wear a mask indoors in public for 14 days

following exposure or until their test result is negative. 

SHOWING SYMPTOMS

Procedures for Symptoms, Positive Results and Exposure


